NASDAQ-100 Index
(100 Charts)

Congratulations!

You’ve just purchased the most detailed, comprehensive Nasdaq-100 chart analysis documents available
today. While this is a supplement to the Trading EveryDay “JUST CHARTs Nasdaq-100 Seminar
Series”, you will still benefit from these full-color charts by reviewing the chart notations and the separate
commentary. Learning trading tactics was never so much fun – and easy!
All traders know and appreciate the importance of having well-developed chart-reading skills. To some, the
ability to read, assess, decide, and execute a trade just by looking at charts is the backbone of successful
trading. If you are not yet at this skill level, or even if you are, the only way to attain or retain such a high
level of chart-reading skills is to practice, practice, and practice some more.
That’s why this document is so important. You can never practice too much when it comes to reading charts.
The more charts you have to look at, the more you will learn, the more comfortable you will become, and
finally, the more confident you will become with your trading. And if you don’t know already, trading
confidence is a solid foundation for trading success.
Enjoy the process of learning all that you can from these charts and commentary. Believe it or not, you will
see each and every one of these trading tactics, setups, trendlines, gaps, entries, exits, etc. on a regular basis
during your trading career. There’s no better time to master chart reading than now!
Happy Trading!
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Trading EveryDay believes that the only difference between an average trader

and a great trader is education and coaching.


In order to bridge that gap, we at Trading EveryDay are proud to offer products and
services specific to your trading needs and accessibility to your own personal trading
coach - all for a fraction of the cost of many other trading education products and
services.



Trading EveryDay is available worldwide - all you need is the desire to improve
your trading activities, a computer, and internet access.
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meant to be!



NASDAQ-100 Index


The NASDAQ-100 was introduced in January of 1985, the same day as the NASDAQ
Financial-100 Index, resulting in the exclusion of financial companies from the Index.



The NASDAQ-100 is a stock market index of 100 of the largest domestic and
international (13) non-financial companies listed on the NASDAQ stock exchange and
reflects companies across major industry groups including computer hardware and

software, telecommunications, retail/wholesale trade, and biotechnology.
▪ The Index does not contain securities of financial companies, including investment companies.



The Index represents the largest non-financial domestic and international securities
listed on the NASDAQ Stock Market based on market capitalization.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing first is AAPL on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average (MA) curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending slightly upwards with the 20 Moving Average line above the 200 Moving Average one.
Make a note of the relatively distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Wednesday, May 7th, 2008.
Notice that the first 5-minute bar is a slight GAP DOWN that gaps into the prior days range and finds minor support at the prior days
opening range high of 185.24.
After six consecutive 5-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 186.42 and Low of 184.77 are marked on the chart by light
blue lines.
Notice that price action forms a higher low in the opening range and crosses the 30-minute High of 186.42. After some additional
time, price action begins to stall and retrace back to the opening range high and begins forming a flag pattern.
The confirmation of lower highs provides evidence for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the most recent lower high or a more
conservative stop above the previous lower high which also would be in the area of above the prior days high.
Notice price action is below the 20 MA and inside the opening range and approaching the 200 MA.Price then breaks the intraday low
and 200 MA and continues the downtrend and sells off.
As the downtrend continues, you can see an additional SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL occurring after a second flag pattern and during a
new intraday low. Notice the continuation of the climactic sell off and price crosses below the prior days low.
The bearish flag pattern provided a good profit opportunity for both short entry signals.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is ADBE on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending slightly upwards with the 20 MA line above the 200 MA one.
Make a note of the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Tuesday, May 13th, 2008.
Notice that the first 5-minute bar opens near the prior day’s high, shown by the blue-dashed line at the top portion of the intraday.
Price action sells off at the open and forms several lower highs in the opening range.
After six consecutive 5-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 40.47 and Low of 40.02 are marked on the chart by light
blue lines.
Notice that price action is a part of a flag pattern continuing from the prior day and crosses the 30-minute Low of 40.02. Price action
then crosses back above the 200 MA, opening range low and the 20 MA before breaking to the upside of the flag pattern for a LONG
ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Price action is also demonstrating higher lows in the breakout area also.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the 30-minute low, 200 MA or under
the minor pivot area under the intraday lows.
Price action then begins forming higher lows intraday and retest the intraday high area which also coincides with the prior day’s high.
Notice the price action for the entry is above the 20 MA and the 200 MA. As the uptrend continues, you can see that the relative
distance between the moving averages increases.
The bullish flag pattern provided a good entry signals for a small profit opportunity of at least ½ + point.
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The next stock symbol we’ll be reviewing is ADSK on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending upwards with the 20 Moving Average line above the 200 Moving Average one. Make a
note of the relative distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Monday, April 21st, 2008.
Notice that the price action on April 21 st is a part of a continuing flag pattern from the prior day, April 18th. Notice that the 20 MA is
above the 200 MA and price action breaks out to the upside of the flag pattern for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the intraday low or prior day’s low.
Price action trends upward towards the opening range high area of 33.26. The next trading day, ADSK has a nice health pullback in
another flag pattern which provides for a second LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
On April 23rd, price action in the first 30 minutes has a nice pullback forming the opening range low at 33.71 and then crosses above
the opening range high of 34.27 for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below one of the prior candlestick bar lows
or the intraday low.
As the uptrend continues, you can see that the relative distance between the moving averages increases. Notice the continuation of the
strength in buying as price forms new daily highs and higher lows.
The bullish flag patterns provided two entry signals; the first provided almost a 1 point profit opportunity, while the second long entry
signal provided a small profit opportunity. The opening range breakout entry provided a 1+ point profit opportunity.
Sometimes, holding positions for an extended period of time can lead to bigger profits as seen here if the initial position was held
overnight for several days knowing that price action is in an uptrend.
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On Chart #4, the stock symbol we’ll review is AKAM on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending nicely above the 200 Moving Average and both or in a very good
uptrend. As the uptrend moves higher, the relative distance between the moving averages increases.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, April 21st, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar opens near the prior day’s close.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 32.25 and Low of 31.21 are depicted on the chart
accordingly by light blue lines.
You can see that the price action for AKAM is a part of the flag pattern continuing from the prior day. Also notice that price action
finds minor support near the gap from April 18 th.
Price action breaks to the upside of the flag pattern for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low area or the
intraday low.
Price crosses above the 20 MA and test the flag pattern high while forming higher lows. Eventually price action breaks the opening
range high and continues to form new intraday highs.
A second flag pattern occurs on April 22nd. A gap up on April 23rd, indicates price action breaking out of the flag pattern and provides
a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.

Both bullish flag pattern entries provided a profit opportunity of almost 1 point for each long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is ALTR on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see initially that the 20 Moving Average is trending down and then starts turning upward while the 200
Moving Average is trending slightly sideways.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is initially above the 200 Moving Average and crosses below it and note the relative distance
between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, May 1st, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar opens near the prior day’s close and based on the higher low on Apr. 30th , at the end of the prior
day, an aggressive LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area could be considered.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 21.52 and Low of 21.17 are depicted on the chart
accordingly by light blue lines.
Price action breaks the 30-minute High at 21.52.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low area or below the
30-minute low.
ALTR then immediately continues trend strong and upward. On two occasions bearish price action does not have follow thru to the
down side providing additional evidence of the bullish uptrend.
The higher-low entry provided a profit opportunity of almost 1 point for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is AMAT on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending upwards.
As the uptrend moves higher, the relative distance between the moving averages continues to remain somewhat constant.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, March 25th, 2008.
Notice that on March 24th, AMAT formed a lower high and begin trending downward towards minor support from March 20th.
After forming a new low and retracing slightly, price action gaps down providing confirmation of the downtrend and forms a small
flag pattern that leads to a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern high or in the gap.
Price continues to drop approaching the 200MA and crossing below it.
The bearish flag pattern entry provided a small profit opportunity of almost ½+ points for the entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing first is AMGN on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see that both of them were flat and trending sideways with the 20 Moving Average line below the 200 Moving
Average one.
Make a note of the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Thursday, April 10th, 2008.
Price gaps up nicely and notice that the first two 15-minute bars are indicating a strong move to the upside after the initial GAP UP
that gaps above the prior day’s high.
Price then stalls and forms a lower high and continues the slight downtrend. During the downtrend, price action finds minor support
near the 50% intraday retracement area and forms a small flag pattern.
The flag pattern leads to an additional lower high and a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern high or above the first
lower high.
Price action re-establishes the downtrend and for intraday traders it retests the flag pattern low. However, for traders willing to hold
the position overnight, the next day price action continues in the downward manner.
The bearish flag pattern strategy provided a modest profit opportunity for the short entry signal intraday and a nice 1+point profit for
traders willing to hold overnight.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is AMLN on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending downward while the 200 Moving Average is also trending
downward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is clearly below the 200 Moving Average and note the relatively big distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Friday, March 28th, 2008.
Notice that price action formed a 2X bottom after retesting the 38% retracement area for the prior move occurring from March 17 th
till March 25th.
The prior price action was clearly demonstrating higher highs and lows and providing evidence of an uptrend.
By price action remaining strong in the upper 3rd of the previous uptrend move, a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the
oval area is presented.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the 2X bottom for a tight stop loss.
Price then crosses above the overhead resistance with conviction.
The long entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 1+ point for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is AMZN on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upwards while the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly upward.
The 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average.
Make a note of the relatively large distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Tuesday, April 29th, 2008.
Notice that price action the day before had broken thru the resistance area from April 21st and began to cross back below the resistance
area and formed a lower high.
On May 2nd, price action gaps up and forms an additional lower high providing some evidence of a potential downtrend. Price then
crosses below the minor support area for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Because of the wide range bar on the prior candlestick, consider a fixed-dollar stop-loss; and you could place your initial stop-loss 1
point above your entry.
Price actions trends downward into the gap from April 18th and crosses below the 200 Moving Average providing more evidence of
the climatic selloff.
The lower high entry provided a nice profit opportunity of over 1 point intraday for the short entry signal and several points for
holding AMZN overnight for several days.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is APOL on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upwards while the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
sideways.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average.
As the uptrend moves higher, the relative distance between the moving averages increases.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, April 30th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar is a GAP UP that gaps above the prior days high.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 49.83 and Low of 48.47 are depicted on the chart
accordingly by light blue lines.
You can see APOL forms a higher low in the opening range and then breaks the 30-minute High at 49.83 for a potential LONG
ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low area in the
opening range.
Price continues trending nicely upward before a late day selloff where price finds support at the intraday 50% retracement levels. On
May 1st, price action again creates an opening range high and low of 52.90 & 51.32 respectively. Price then crosses above the opening
range high of 52.90 for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
The two 30-minute high breakouts both provided a nice profit opportunity of over 1 point for the long entry signals.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is ATVI on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly sideways.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average along with price action from late March 2008 until May 9 th, were
contained in a range-bound sideways price action channel.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Friday, May 9th, 2008.
Notice that price action has a nice GAP UP above the consolidation area.
The second hour of price action is somewhat bearish and after the third hourly candlestick price action did not provide a bearish
continuation to the downside, a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area is indicated.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the previous 65-minute bearish bar
low or because the previous bar was a wide range bar, consider using a intraday Fibonacci retracement level.
Price action continues to indicate tremendous strength in the up move with several more bullish candlesticks.
The no-follow-thru entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 1+ point for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is BBBY on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly downward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is clearly below the 200 Moving Average and note the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Friday, Jan. 4th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar is a GAP DOWN that gaps significantly lower than the prior day’s close.
Over the next several trading days, price action begins rotating and establishing a range-bound sideways price action area of support
and resistance with the gap providing a major area of resistance.
On Jan 22nd, price action opens in the range and provides significant strength as it penetrates through the resistance area forming a
series of new highs. The next day, price crosses above the 200 MA and continues the uptrend.
On Jan 28th, price action finds minor support near the 200 MA after a healthy pullback providing confirmation of a higher low and a
potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss below the prior pivot low for your entry.
The high-low entry provided a profit opportunity of 2+ points for the long entry signal over the next few trading days.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is BIDU on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly sideways.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is slightly above the 200 Moving Average and note the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, Jan. 2nd, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar forms a series of lower highs and provides evidence of a potential downtrend.
After price action closes below the 200 MA and several additional lower highs, price action begins a slight uptrend in a flag pattern on
Jan. 7th, providing a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the flag pattern pivot high.
The flag pattern entry provided a small profit opportunity for the short entry signal as price consolidated and then begin to continue
the downtrend.
Notice price action remained below the 20 MA majority of the downtrend.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is BIIB on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly sideways and as
price action starts to trend down on Feb. 29th, the 20 MA moves accordingly to the down side.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is slightly below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, March 24th, 2008.
Notice that the prior day’s price action had retested a minor support area as price was in a slight decline from the overhead resistance
perspective. Then, price breaks to the up side out of the converging consolidation area and forms a higher low above the resistance
area.
Price action continued to remain in a slight uptrend with higher highs and lows providing a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted
by the oval area.
Using a fixed-dollar based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss 1 point below your entry or a technical analysis based stop
below the prior pivot low area. Several additional entries occur after higher lows.
Each higher lows entry provided a very small profit opportunity during the uptrend.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is BRCM on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly downwards.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, April 3rd, 2008.
Notice that the price action between March 26th and April 1st, established a sideways range.
On April 1st, price gaps above the resistance area to form a new high and retraces 100% to retest the resistance area.
With the prior resistance area providing support, a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area is presented.
You can see BRCM continues to form higher highs and retraces to previous low areas only to form higher lows. After a 2X bottom
retest, price action begins gapping up over several days and continues the uptrend momentum.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot for each entry.
Then using the prior pivot high as a preliminary target, each entry provided a small profit opportunity in some cases as big as 1 ½ +
points.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CDNS on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly downwards.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in late Oct. 2007.
Notice that price action had remained in a sideways channel for almost two months. Price gaps down below two daily pivot lows and
the major support area near the 200 MA.
Price forms a lower high and a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the daily pivot high or above the high
of the gap down candlestick bar.
Price continues with the climatic selloff and eventually finds minor support near 16.00. CDNS then begins a slight uptrend after the
2X bottom and crosses above the 20 MA. CDNS then gaps below the prior days low for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted
by the second oval area.
After several more days of price action and a third lower high, another potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the second oval
area is shown as price crosses below the 20 MA.
The initial lower high entry on the daily chart provided a profit opportunity of at least 3+ points for the short entry signal. The second
lower high entry provided a small profit and the remaining short entry provided several more points as confirmation of the downtrend
continued.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CELG on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
upwards.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is barely above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them. During
Mar. 3rd thru Mar. 17th, CELG had established a range-bound price channel.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, Mar. 17th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar open below the major area of support previously established. After attempting to re-enter the range,
price reversed trended lower.
On Mar. 18th, price gapped back into the sideways range-bound area and continued to trend upward crossing above the 20 & 200 MA
and penetrating the resistance area. Some refer to the price action on Mar. 17 th as a “shake-out” for seller.
After crossing above the resistance area of 57.50, price retested the 200 MA in the range-bound area and formed a higher low and a
potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot area, 20 MA or 200
MA.
Price action continues trending upward and forming higher highs before a nice retracement occurs on Mar. 27 th & 28th. The
retracement ends in a higher low and a second potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area is presented.
The higher low entries provided a profit opportunity of at least 3+ points each.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CEPH on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is trending downward
from above.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Mar. 18th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar is a GAP UP that gaps out of the flag pattern established by price over the last several days. With
CEPH forming a higher low on Mar. 14th, we have good evidence of an uptrend and a second higher low in the flag pattern provides a
potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval on the left.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the higher low in the flag pattern or
the lower pivot low at the bottom of the flag pattern.
Notice that price action trends nicely above the prior pivot high for the flag pattern. After gapping up on Mar. 19 th, CEPH fills the gap
and creates a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area after finding minor support in the gap.
The flag pattern entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 2+ points for the long entry signal, while the “gap fill” entry provide a
profit opportunity of at least 3+ points.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CHKP on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending downward from above and the 200 Moving Average is trending
upward from below.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, April 16th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar continues the uptrend after the 100 % reversal the prior day.
Price action continues in the uptrend and surpasses two prior pivot highs and the 200 MA. The next trading day, price action gaps
significantly above a third pivot high area and provide good evidence of no longer being in a downtrend.
After a higher low on April 23rd, where price found minor support in the gap, a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval
area is indicated.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot area or slightly lower
in the gap.
The higher low entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 1 point for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CHRW on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
upward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, Sept. 25th, 2006.
Notice that the price action move form Mar. 31st till Apr. 7th retraced a healthy 50 % before finding major support. Price then broke
back into the uptrend and formed a higher low channel above the 38% retracement area.
On Apr. 23rd, CHRW gaps above the resistance area and the prior high to form higher highs and lows.
With the higher lows occurring after the gap up, price action provides a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low.
The higher low entry provided a nice profit opportunity of at least 3+ points for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CMCSA on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
downwards from above.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average crosses below the 200 Moving Average and back above and note the relative distance between
them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, Feb. 14th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar is a GAP UP that gaps above the prior high established on Feb. 2nd. Price continues to trend higher
and stalls on Feb. 19th.
After a health retracement, CMCSA finds minor support on Feb. 20 th. Price action then retests the gap from Feb. 20 th and establishes
major resistance such that price action can’t go higher.
The major resistance eventually becomes a lower high and after price breaks down below the minor support area, it begins forming a
flag pattern and providing a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern high, which
corresponds with the major resistance area and gap from Feb. 20th.
The lower high entry provided a nice profit opportunity of at least 1 point for the short entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is COST on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is initially trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is trending
sideways. Make a note of the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, April 15 th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar opens near the prior day’s close.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 65.87 and Low of 65.00 are depicted on the chart
accordingly by light blue lines.
You can see that in the late day session, price action for COST forms a flag pattern and closes near the flag pattern high for that
trading session. The next trading day, price action forms a 30-minute opening range high and low of 65.99 & 65.61 respectively.
Price then crosses above the opening range high of 65.99 and the 200 MA for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval
area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low area or the
intraday low.
On two occasions bearish price action does not have follow thru to the down side providing additional evidence of the bullish uptrend.
Price then forms a flag pattern and a second potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss for the second entry also slightly below the prior
pivot low area or under a 50% intraday retracement level.
The 30-minute high-low breakout provided a nice profit opportunity of at least 1 point; the second entry, also provide a nice profit
opportunity by retesting the flag pattern high and more if held overnight.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CSCO on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upwards initially and the 200 Moving Average is also trending
slightly upwards.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, May 5th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar is a GAP Down that gap below the 20 Moving Average and near the prior pivot low area of support.
Price then fills the gap and reverses forming a lower high and continuing the downtrend.
By measuring the downtrend starting from the high on May 2 nd to the low on May 6th, we can see that price action retraced 50% also
during the morning session of May 7th.
On May 6th, price action begins consolidating and forming a flag pattern that carries over to the morning session of May 7 th and a
potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high area or above the
prior days high. Another alternative approach would have been to use a fixed-dollar stop loss and share size according for the
risk/reward.
The flag pattern entry provided a profit opportunity of almost 1 point for the short entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CTAS on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending
downward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, Feb. 13th, 2008.
Notice that price action was in a nice downtrend from the beginning of February and formed a series of lower highs. The third attempt
of price action to trend higher and fail creates a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
You can see CTAS continues to remain below the 200 MA and forming lower highs and lows.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
The lower high entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 1+ point for the short entry signal and after some consolidation in the
29.00 area price continues to trend lower.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CTSH on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that initially the 20 Moving Average is trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is trending
slightly downward also.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Apr. 15th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar is a GAP UP that gaps above the 20 MA and continues trending higher and crossing above the 200
MA.
After a series of higher highs and lows price action continues to provide evidence of a strong uptrend and a potential LONG ENTRY
SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low or the previous
pivot low.
The higher low entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 1 point for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is CTXS on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, Apr. 11th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar is a GAP DOWN that gaps below the 20 MA.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 32.63 and Low of 32.14 are depicted on the chart
accordingly by light blue lines.
You can see CTXS attempts to retest the intraday high area and forms a lower high for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted
by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or the intraday
high.
Price then crosses below the opening range low and the prior day’s low as it continues the downtrend. Another lower high is created
under the opening range as price broke the prior major area of support.
The lower high entry provided a profit opportunity of almost 1 point for the short entry signal and for traders willing to hold
overnight, some additional profit opportunities.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is DELL on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending
downward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, Apr. 17th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar is a GAP UP that fills the gap.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 18.95 and Low of 18.63 are depicted on the chart
accordingly by light blue lines.
Price action then crosses above the opening range high for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
You can see DELL breaks the 30-minute high after a 3-bar reversal and begins consolidating the remainder of the trading day.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the 30-minute low.
The opening range breakout entry provided a very small profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is DISCA on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending from below slightly upward and the 200 Moving Average is
trending sideways.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average initially is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, Mar. 26th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar is an aggressive selloff of price action that crosses below the opening range low and the prior day’s
low before finding some minor support. On Mar. 27th, price action aggressive gaps down and fill the gap and returns to the price
action channel from the prior day that evolves into a flag pattern.
On Mar. 28th, price action continues to show volatility at the opening with a gap up and selloff into the gap. The opening range high
and low of 21.31 & 20.64 are respectively drawn on the charts in light blue.
You can see DISCA breaks the 30-minute low of 20.64 for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the opening range low, above the high
of the prior candlestick or above the prior day’s low.
The 30-minute low breakdown entry provided a real small profit opportunity for the short entry signal.
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The next stock symbol we’ll review is DISH on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is slightly trending
upward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, Apr. 21st, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar is a GAP DOWN that gaps below the 20 Moving Average and provides confirmation of a lower
high.
Near the end of the trading session, price action begins rallying and forming a flag pattern into the close. On Apr. 22nd, price action
opens at the prior days close and sells off aggressive in the first 15 minutes while crossing below the prior day’s low and the 200 MA.
A small retracement forms a lower high and a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Then, the price action continues the downtrend and over the next trading day begins consolidating again.
The lower high entry provided a small profit opportunity for the short entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review next is DTV on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending upward.
Also observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Price action forms several areas of major support in early February and on Feb. 8th begin forming more evidence of higher lows for
confirmation of an uptrend.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Feb. 19th, 2008.
Notice that price action starts stalling and begins a minor reversal and retracement that forms a flag pattern over several days.
On Feb 25th, price action breaks out above the flag pattern resistance for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot in the flag pattern.
Then, the price action continues trending and testing the flag pattern high before finding some resistance.
The bullish flag pattern entry provided a profit opportunity of 1 point for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is EBAY on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is trending
sideways.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, Mar. 17th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar is a retest of major support from Mar 4th & Mar 10th where price action was in a sideways rangebound channel.
On Mar. 17th, price begins trending back towards the overhead resistance area and penetrated the resistance in the last hour. The next
trading day, price action continues to trend upward after the breakout and stalls while forming a topping tail.
EBAY then begins a healthy retracement and retest the prior resistance area to find minor support and causing a flag pattern and
higher low above the 200 MA.
After another flag pattern and higher lows, price action provides good evidence of an uptrend and the last flag pattern see price action
gap above the resistance area on Apr. 1st, and provide a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the flag pattern low.
Observe how the price action continued to remain above the 20 MA majority of the time during the uptrend and higher lows.
The bullish flag pattern entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 2+ points for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review next is ERTS on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is trending
sideways.
Notice that the price action for ERTS had established a major area of resistance above 54 for almost nine months (most of 2007) and
major support in the area of 48 as well.
Let’s take a look at the price action in late July 2007.
Notice that the daily price action begins forming higher lows as it trended higher while crossing above the 20 MA & 200 MA and
approached the major resistance area above 54. ERTS penetrates the resistance area in late September and forms a new high.
Price action then returns to retest the prior resistance area and continues to form higher lows. After forming new highs in October
2007, ERTS retest the prior high and fails (2X Top), hence presenting a lower high and the end of the previous uptrend. Price action
then forms another lower high in December 2007 and a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area before a climatic
selloff occurs and price crosses below the 20 MA.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the lower high in the 60 area.
ERTS breaks a major support area in the 54 area and provided good evidence of the downtrend and crosses below the 200 MA
showing continued weakness and a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bullish price action that had no
follow thru.
Price continues to selloff and approaches the major support area around 48 established in 2007.
The lower high entries provided a profit opportunity of at least 4+ points for each short entry signal.
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The next stock symbol we’ll review is ESRX on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is also trending
sideways.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Mar. 18th, 2008.
Notice that price action was consolidating in a sideways range-bound channel below the 58 area. Price action breaks out after
penetrating the major resistance area trending upward and forming a new high after crossing the 20 MA.
On Mar. 19th, price retraces and begins creating series of higher lows until Apr. 2 nd, where ESRX stalls and finds upside resistance.
Price begins to rotate in the sideways price action for several trading days and then on Apr. 11th, penetrates the major support area for
a selloff but finds minor support above the 200 MA.
Notice the selloff from the sideways channel is a healthy retracement (shake out) for the previous move starting on Mar. 18th, and
ending on Apr. 2nd and did not have any follow thru to the downside.
ESRX then re-establishes the uptrend by crossing back above the 20 MA and into the previous channel with a series of higher lows.
Price action then penetrates above the resistance area and forms a flag pattern ending in a higher low and a potential LONG ENTRY
SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the lowest pivot in the descending flag
pattern.
See how the price action continues to move higher, noting higher highs and higher lows.
The bullish flag pattern entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 3+ points for the long entry signal.
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The next stock symbol we’ll review is EXPD on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending upward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending
upward.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, Mar. 26th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar is a GAP DOWN that’s below the 20 Moving Average after price action had formed a series of new
highs the last few trading days.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 45.99 and Low of 44.59 is shown by the light blue dotted
lines.
Price action then forms a lower high in the opening range and crosses below the 30-minute Low at 44.59 and a new intraday low. On
Mar. 27th, price action retests the prior days low and forms a 2X bottom before trending higher.
Over the next few trading days, EXPD has price action descending from the resistance perspective (triangle pattern) and continues to
find support in the 43.82 area.
Mar. 31st, price action starts out in the triangle pattern and with a late day reversal and 100 % retracement establishes an intraday new
high and crosses above the descending price action resistance area for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low or prior intraday
Fibonacci retracement levels.
Notice the price action continues higher, following the 20 Moving Average.
The descending price action breakout entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 2+ points for the long entry signal held overnight.
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The stock symbol we’ll review next is EXPE on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
up with relative distance between the two.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Apr. 1st, 2008.
Observe the first 15-minute bar is a GAP UP that’s above the 20 Moving Average and also near the 200 Moving Average.
After 2 consecutive 15-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High and Low of 22.85 & 22.02 respectively is noted by the light
blue dotted lines.
Price action crosses above the 30-minute high at 22.85 and continues for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the bearish price action with no follow
thru.
As the price action trends higher, notice the higher lows and higher highs.
Observe price action trending above the 20 Moving Average.
The 30-minute high-low strategy provided a nice profit opportunity of 1 point for the long entry signal and more if held overnight.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is FAST on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending slightly up and the 200 Moving Average is also in a constant
uptrend.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Mar. 11th, 2008.
Observe that price action forms a 2x bottom and crosses above the 20 MA before beginning a uptrend over the next several trading
days with higher lows.
FAST peaks on Mar. 24th, before providing a healthy retracement and creating a flag pattern opportunity for a potential LONG
ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low in the flag pattern.
Note the price action is trending above the 20 Moving Average and retest the flag pattern high.
The bullish flag pattern entry provided a small profit opportunity for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review next is FISV on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is also trending sideways.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, Feb. 25th, 2008.
Notice that price action was consolidation in the beginning of February in an ascending support area (triangle pattern) before trending
upward and penetrating the resistance area to form new highs on Feb 27 th.
The next trading day, price action gaps down and retests the resistance areas from early February and creating a lower low.
On Mar. 5th, FISV creates a lower high after retesting the gap area and reverses momentum.
Price action then begins trending downward towards the previous major support area and crossing the 20 MA while presenting a
potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or in the gap.
FISV continues the downtrend and selloff as price crosses below the 200 MA and forms a second flag pattern and potential SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
The lower high entry provided a profit opportunity of at least 2 points for the short entry signal and the bearish flag pattern entry
provided a profit opportunity of at least 2 points also.
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The next stock symbol we’ll review is FLEX on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending slightly sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
downward.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Apr. 15th, 2008.
Observe that price action is retesting the low from Mar 31st, and forming a 2X bottom. FLEX then begins an uptrend and crosses
above a prior pivot high and forms a new high.
On Apr. 28th, after higher highs, higher lows from price action and a second bullish flag pattern, FLEX creates a new high and a third
flag pattern that ends with a higher low and a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot or below the 20 MA.
The bullish flag pattern entry provided a small profit opportunity for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is FMCN on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is trending downward.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, Apr. 7th, 2008.
Observe the first 65-minute bar is a GAP UP that is below the 200 Moving Average but sells off aggressively over the next trading
day also.
On Apr. 9th, FMCN opens at the prior day’s close which in the last hour was bullish, yet the momentum could not sustain and the price
action continued in the aggressive downtrend for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the first oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior bullish price action with no
follow thru.
Price action continues the aggressive downtrend until it finds some minor support in the 31 area.
After several days of consolidation and price crossing back above the 20 MA, FMCN gaps above the consolidation area and forms a
flag pattern for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the second oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the consolidation base or under the
flag pattern pivot low.
The price action follows the ascending 20 Moving Average and continues to trend higher.
Observe the price action is converging towards the 200 MA.
The no follow thru entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 3+ points for the short entry signal, while the bullish flag
pattern entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 3 points also.
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The last stock symbol we’ll review is FWLT on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is in a slight downtrend.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Apr. 15th, 2008.
Notice that price action finds some minor support the prior trading day and forms a higher low.
On Apr. 16th, price action gaps up and begins trending towards the prior pivot high area after crossing above the 200 MA. A small
retracement forms another higher low and after a gap up on Apr. 18th, a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area is
presented.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the small consolidation base or under
the pivot low.
Observe that price action continues trending upward after the gap and crosses above the prior pivot high area.
On Apr. 22nd, and April 23rd, FWLT attempts to create new highs and stalls. After a small sell off, price action attempts a third time to
retest the prior high areas with no success while forming a lower high and a flag pattern.
Apr. 29th, price action gaps down under the flag pattern support area and begins trending downward after crossing below the 20 MA
and creates a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
The gap up entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 4 points for the long entry signal while the lower high entry signal
provided a profit opportunity of at least 2 points.
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The last stock symbol we’ll review is GENZ on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is in a slight downtrend.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, May 6th, 2008.
Notice that price action opens at the prior days close and finds some minor support in the prior trading day range.
After 6 consecutive 5-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 70.08 and Low of 69.69 are depicted on the chart accordingly
by light blue lines.
With price action forming higher lows form the prior day and the opening range low, we can see GENZ crosses above the 30-minute
High at 70.08 for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below any one of the pivot lows in the
opening range or below the intraday low.
Observe that price action continues trending upward and remains above the 20 MA.
Midday on May 6th, price action stalls and forms a rounded lower high before an aggressive selloff occurs.
The next trading day, price action gaps down significantly and trends upward forming a broadening pattern and lower high which a
potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or the opening
range high.
The opening range breakout entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 1 point for the long entry signal while the broadening flag
pattern entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 1 point.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is GILD on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending slightly upwards with the 20 MA line above the 200 MA one.
Make a note of the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Tuesday, Mar. 25th, 2008.
Notice that the first 15-minute bar opens above the prior day’s high, shown by the blue-dashed line at the top portion of the intraday.
Price action continues to trend upward. The next few trading days see price action slowly sell off in a cyclical manner rotating in a
flag pattern.
On Mar. 31st, notice that price action is a part of a flag pattern continuing from several days and crosses above the flag pattern
resistance area for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the flag pattern resistance area,
intraday low or under the minor pivot area in the flag pattern.
Price action then begins forming higher lows intraday and retests the flag pattern high.
Notice the price action for the entry is above the 20 MA and the 200 MA.
As the uptrend continues, you can see that the relative distance between the moving averages increases.
The bullish flag pattern provided a good entry signals for a small profit opportunity of at least ½ + point and more if held overnight.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is GOOG on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending downwards with the 20 MA line clearly below the 200 MA.
Make a note of the relatively constant distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Friday, Feb. 1st, 2008.
Notice that price action gaps below an ascending flag pattern and begins forming lower highs.
On Feb. 5th price action forms a new low and then begins to trend upward for several trading days and reaching as high as the previous
gap.
On Feb. 14th, GOOG finds minor resistance for price action to go higher and begins breaking down out of the flag pattern for a
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern high.
Price action continues the selloff and forming lower higher and lower lows. On Feb 26th, GOOG aggressively gaps down and finds
minor support intraday and begins a slight uptrend and filling the gap.
The gap fill leads to price action stalling and eventually breaking the flag pattern support area for a second SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL
setup in the oval area. Notice the price action for the entry is below the 20 MA and the 200 MA.
As the downtrend continues, you can see that the relative distance between the moving averages remains somewhat constant. A third
flag pattern is presented on Mar. 4th for another SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
The bearish flag patterns provided great entry signals for huge profit opportunities for all three setups.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is GRMN on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending upwards with the 20 MA line clearly above the 200 MA.
Make a note of the increasing distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in mid October 2007.
After price action attempted twice to form new highs, GRMN gaps down and aggressively crosses the 20 MA and trending below
prior pivot lows before finding minor support in the 80 area.
Price action then retraces back to the low of the previous gap and begins forming lower highs. The second lower high provides
evidence of price action weakening while crossing below the 200 MA and a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the lower high.
Price action continues the selloff and forming lower higher and lower lows. In January 2008, GRMN bounces off its lows with little
conviction and consolidates before retesting the previous low.
Another lower high provides a second SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
As the downtrend continues, you can see that the relative distance between the moving averages remains somewhat constant. A third
flag pattern is presented on Mar. 4th for another SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
The lower high entry signals provided great profit opportunities for a swing trader willing to hold the positions in the downtrend.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is HANS on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending upwards with the 20 MA line clearly above the 200 MA.
Make a note of the increasing distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in mid October 2007.
After price action attempted twice to form new highs, HANS gaps down and finds minor support in the 40 area.
Price action then retraces back to the low of the previous gap and begins forming a long series of lower highs. The second
retracement of price action stalls under the 200 MA.
Eventually after several weeks of a downtrend, HANS breaks below the major area of support for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup
in the oval area.
Using a fixed-dollar stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss a couple points slightly above the previous pivot high.
Price action continues the selloff and forming lower higher and lower lows.
The lower high entry signal provided great profit opportunities for a swing trader willing to hold the position in the downtrend.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is HOLX on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending upwards with the 20 MA line above the 200 MA.
Make a note of the small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in mid April 2007.
From April till October 2007, HOLX was rotating in a descending flag pattern. In early September 2007, price action form a series of
higher lows and crossed above the 200 MA, after which it broke out of the flag pattern for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the
oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss underneath a prior pivot low or the 200 MA.
Price action continues the rally and peaks in October 2007. In December 2007, price action forms a series of highs but also finds
upper resistance preventing HOLX from trending higher.
January 2008 provides a selloff of price action and retest that leads to a lower high while forming a triangle chart pattern. Price action
weakens and penetrates below the major area of support and after retesting the support area provides another lower high and a SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the lower high pivot.
Price action forms an ascending flag pattern in March 2008 and another SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the flag pattern pivot high pivot.
The bullish flag pattern breakout entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 4+ for a swing trader, the lower high entry signal
provided a profit opportunity of 2+ points; and the bearish flag pattern should have been stop out.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is HSIC on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending downwards with the 20 MA line below the 200 MA.
Make a note of the small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in Mar. 2008.
From Mar. 10th thru Mar. 28th, HSIC was rotating in a sideways price pattern.
On Apr. 1st, price action gaps above the overhead resistance area and continues to have momentum. The next trading day, price action
sells off aggressively and forms a broadening pattern.
Price action then continues downward before gapping down more on Apr. 10th.
A series of lower highs and lower lows provide confirmation of the downtrend and as price remains below the 20 MA a SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss in the gap or use a fixed-dollar stop loss.
The lower high entry signal provided a small profit opportunity of 1 point for a swing trader.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is IACI on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending downward with the 20 MA line below the 200 MA.
Make a note of the distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Friday, Feb. 29th 2008.
Prior to this trading day, price action was finding major support in the 21.50 area. Feb. 29th IACI gaps down below a major support
area for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a discretionary based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the support area.
Price action sells off sharply and eventually finds support in the 19.50 area.
After a series of higher lows price action breaks out and forms a higher high on Mar. 14 th. It also forms a steep flag pattern that
provides a higher low and a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the lower high pivot.
The support breakdown entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 1+ for a swing trader and the bullish flag pattern provided a
small profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is INFY on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart. You can see that both
of them are trending downward initially.
Make a note of the small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Tuesday, Apr. 15th, 2008.
Price action gaps above several pivot highs and a major resistance area for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area before
trending upward.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss underneath the prior bar low.
On Apr. 18th, INFY reaches a new high. The next few trading days price action trends slightly downward and then gaps up again on
Apr. 22nd and continues to demonstrate strong momentum with price action forming higher lows and gapping up a third time on Apr.
29th.
Notice price action continued to trend strong and remained above the 20 MA majority of the time as the 20 MA converged away from
the 200 MA.
The gap above prior resistance entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 3+ for a swing trade.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is INTC on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending sideways with the 200 MA line above the 20 MA.
Make a note of the small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Wednesday, Mar. 5th.
INTC was forming higher highs and lows from early March until Mar. 24 th where price action begins to find some overhead resistance
on Mar. 24th & 25th.
Price action then gaps down and begins an aggressive downtrend until it finds minor support in the 20.70 area.
Price action then begins to reverse and rotate in the newly found range-bound channel with several gaps to aid the directional moves.
Price action retests the previous support area of 20.70 and provides for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss underneath the minor support area.
Price action continues to rotate in the channel and gaps aggressively on Apr. 16th with a small pullback before breaking thru the
resistance area to the upside.
The sideways price action channel entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 1 point for a swing trader.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing first is INTU on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average (MA) curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending slightly downwards with the 20 Moving Average below the 200 Moving Average.
Make a note of the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in mid August 2007.
Notice that price action was in a nice downtrend with lower highs and lower lows while retesting major support several times during
the month. Eventually, INTU starts to sustain the major support area and after a 3X Bottom, begins an uptrend which starts with price
action crossing above a prior pivot high and the 20 MA in early September.
Price action continues to trend upward and forms a flag pattern in the area of the 200 MA which creates a higher pivot low and
provides for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the most recent pivot low.
Notice price action continues the uptrend and eventually finds resistance in the 33 area. Price action then retraces and attempts to
retest the prior high and fails. This leads to a 2X Top and price action begins a modest downtrend.
INTU then finds minor support near 28 after a health downtrend retracement.
Price action then begins forming higher highs and higher lows in a bearish flag pattern that last from mid November until early
January 2008 and a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL occurring after price action crosses below the flag pattern support.
Notice the overlapping daily price action creating more difficult and choppy trading conditions.
The bullish flag pattern provided a profit opportunity of at least 2 points and the bearish flag pattern more than likely would have
been stopped out for a small loss.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is ISRG on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending slightly upwards with the 20 MA line above the 200 MA one.
Make a note of the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Monday, March 10th, 2008.
Notice that price action gaps up on Mar. 11th and begin and uptrend with higher highs and high lows for several trading days. On Mar.
20th the higher low in price action provides for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Price action continues to trend upward and begins consolidating sideways on Mar. 25th before breaking out to the upside and
continuing the uptrend. Eventually, on Apr. 7th, price action peaks and finds upside resistance.
ISRG reverses and retest the minor support area before breaking down and forming a lower high in the 320 area. Price action then
begins trending and forming a bearish flag pattern that creates a third attempt of price action to go higher.
On Apr. 18th, price action gaps down significantly below the 38% retracement level for the move beginning on Mar. 11th and ending
on Apr. 7th for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a fixed stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the intraday open or using an opening range strategy place your
stop according after the entry in the opening range.
Notice the price action for the entry is below the 20 MA.
The higher low entry signal provided a nice profit opportunity for a swing trader, the sideways breakout entry signal provided for a
small profit opportunity and the bearish flag pattern gap down provided a nice intraday and swing trading profit opportunity.
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The next stock symbol we’ll be reviewing is JAVA on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them start out trending sideways and then both the 20 MA and the 200 MA begin trending downward.
Make a note of the relative distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action starting in mid-August 2007.
Notice that the price action is trending up with higher highs and higher lows.
Notice how the 20 MA crosses above the 200 MA and price action finds minor support near the 200 MA with the bullish flag pattern
and continues to the upside for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the pivot low area of the flag pattern.
Price action continues to trend upward until it runs into overhead resistance in the 25 area before changing the direction of the
momentum to a downtrend creating lower highs and lower lows.
Notice how the 20 MA crosses below the 200 MA and price action forms a lower high and a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the
oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
As the downtrend continues, there are two additional SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setups below lower highs in the oval areas. Also,
notice the relative distance between the moving averages increases.
The bullish flag pattern entry signal provided a 1 point profit opportunity and the remaining lower high entry signals each provided
several points of profit opportunity. Holding positions for an extended period of time can lead to bigger profits as seen here after
identifying the downtrend.
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On Chart #4, the stock symbol we’ll review is JNPR on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 MA is trending nicely above the 200 MA and both or in a very good uptrend.
As the uptrend moves higher, the relative distance between the moving averages increases.
Let’s look at its price action starting in mid-July 2007.
Notice that the price action gaps up and continues higher before retracing on two additional occasions and retest the area of minor
support.
On the second retest, JNPR probes into the range before beginning an uptrend, crossing the 20 MA for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL
setup in the oval area and forming new highs and passing the prior pivot high to form an interim high in the 37 area.
Using a fixed-dollar based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss a point under the entry or a technical analysis based stoploss under a prior pivot low.
Price action continues to trend upward until price action finds overhead resistance and consolidates with a slightly higher high before
forming a rounded top, rolling over and crossing below several prior pivot lows.
Momentum then begins to form lower highs and lower lows as price action retest and fill the gap from mid July. The gap provides a
major area of support and price action begins trending upward in a bearish flag pattern that eventually creates a lower high and a
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern pivot high.
The bullish flag pattern entry signal provided a 4+ point profit opportunity and the lower high entry signal provided a 4+ point profit
opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is JOYG on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see initially that the 20 MA is trending very strongly above the 200 MA and then eventually extends far
above it before converging back towards the 200 MA. Note the relative distance between the 20 Moving Average and 200 Moving
Average varies considerably.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, May 12 th, 2008.
Notice that the first 5-minute bar opens near the prior day’s high. After 6 consecutive 5-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute
High of 79.50 and Low of 77.20 are depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines.
At the open, price action descends downward aggressively and stalls near the 200 MA and prior days low before reversing 100% to
cross above the opening range high of 79.50 and retracing back below only to form a higher low and LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup
in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low.
JOYG crosses above the prior day’s high, the opening range high and continues a small uptrend and starts consolidating in a channel
for the remaining time in the trading day. The next trading day, price action opens near the prior days close and penetrates below the
major support area for an aggressive SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the support area.
Price action continued aggressively in a downtrend before finally establishing the opening range low and a major area of support in
the form of consolidation. Notice the converging price action forming a triangle chart pattern and then price action breaks out to the
upside after a higher low in the triangle occurs.
The higher low entry signal provided a small profit opportunity of 1 point and the major support breakdown entry signal provided at
least 1+ point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is KLAC on a 5-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 MA and the 200 MA are primarily trending downwards. Notice how the 20 MA is below the
200 MA. As the trend moves lower, the relative distance between the moving averages increases slightly then reverses a couple times.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, March 6 th, 2008.
Notice that the first 5-minute bar is a GAP down with a bearish bar. The next 5 minute candlestick is bullish and has no follow thru in
momentum to the upside. After 6 consecutive 5-minute bars are completed, the 30-minute High of 44.66 and Low of 43.82 are
depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines. Price action starts in a bearish downward trend and finds minor support before
forming a 2X Bottom below the opening range low. After the 2X Bottom with a higher low is formed, price action reverses and
crosses the 20 MA in an uptrend creating a bullish flag pattern for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss under the prior pivot of the bullish flag pattern or
under the 20 MA.
KLAC continues an uptrend forming another bullish flag pattern for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss near the low of the bullish flag pattern pivot low
area.
Price action breaks the 30-minute High of 44.66 and continues higher until it reaches overhead resistance. The next trading day, price
action gaps down and forms an opening range high and low before retesting the prior day’s high area and reversing in a down trend.
In the downtrend KLAC forms a triangle chart pattern for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area and a second opportunity
for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area after the lower high.
The bullish flag pattern entry signals provided small profit opportunities each while the bearish triangle pattern and the lower high
entry signals also provided small opportunities.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing first is LAMR on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending downward and later crosses to trend upwards.
Make a note of the relative distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Tuesday, April 1 st, 2008.
Price action GAPS slightly up above the prior day’s close and creates a wide-range bullish bar. Then price action stalls near the 200
MA, forms a 2X Top and retraces downward forming a flag pattern, making lower highs and lower lows for two SHORT ENTRY
SIGNAL setups in the oval areas within the semi-bullish flag pattern.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or the overhead
resistance area of the descending flag pattern.
On Wednesday, April 16th, 2008, price action GAP up; breaks the flag pattern; and opens above the flag pattern crossing the 200 MA.
The next trading day LAMR gaps up again for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss at the intraday low, under the gap area or below a
prior pivot low area.
Price action continues higher forming a clear bullish flag pattern for another LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss under the bullish flag pattern pivot low.
Price action continues an uptrend with higher highs and higher lows.
The bearish flag pattern entry signal provided almost a 3+ point profit opportunity over several days and the bullish flag pattern entry
signal provided almost a 5+ point profit opportunity over several days.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is LBTYA on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 MA and 200 MA are trending in a strong uptrend.
Observe the relative distance between the 20 MA and 200 MA are closely the same distance apart.
Let’s look at its price action starting in the beginning of March 2007.
Notice that the price action in the prior months would cross slightly below the 20 MA for several days and then cross back above
maintaining intact the strong uptrend.
Price action continues an uptrend and pulls back near the 20 MA for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a fixed dollar based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss a couple points below the entry signal.
Notice how this strong uptrend continues to create higher highs and higher lows while following the 20 MA very closely.
The bullish 20 MA crossover entry signal provided a nice 10+ point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is LEAP on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending sideways and eventually crosses over to begin trending downwards.
Make a note of the relative distance between them increases after the final crossing of the 20 and 200 MA.
Let’s look at its price action starting in mid-August 2007.
Notice that price action initially is in a bearish downtrend and eventually finds some minor support in the 80 area before gapping
down below the 200 MA and forming lower highs and lower lows.
Price action moves higher near the GAP area and crosses the 20 MA after it crosses above two prior pivot highs for a LONG ENTRY
SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low.
Price action gaps above the prior gaps upper boundary and continues higher and creates a 2X Top which runs into overhead resistance
and reverses to a downtrend with lower highs and lower lows for a couple SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setups in the oval areas.
Notice how price action is below the 20 and 200 MA and the downtrend continues lower.
In the mid-November 2007 price action GAPS down again with huge volume.
The 20 MA crossover entry signal provided a 10+ point profit opportunity and the lower high entry signal’s provided 10+ point
profit opportunity each.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is LINTA on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 MA and 200 MA are trending in a downtrend.
Observe the relative distance between the 20 MA and 200 MA.
Let’s look at its price action starting in mid-August 2007.
Notice that the price action formed a flag pattern over several months while oscillating above and below the 20 MA with higher highs.
After a 2X Top in the flag pattern, price action finally breaks the flag pattern in late-December 2007 for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL
setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern pivot high or the prior
pivot high.
LINTA continues aggressively in the climatic selloff for several weeks in January 2008.
The bearish flag pattern entry signal provided a 5+ point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is LLTC on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that both of them are trending upwards with the 20 MA initially above the 200 MA. Make a note of the decreasing
distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in mid July 2007.
After finding overhead resistance, price action begins retracing in a downtrend and forming lower highs and lower lows. In
September, LLTC finds support in the 200 MA area and begins trending in a bearish flag pattern.
After crossing the flag pattern lower support, price action retest the flag pattern low and bounces to form a lower high and a SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or a more
conservative stop-loss could be placed above the bearish flag pattern pivot high.
Price action continues in the downtrend manner and remains below the 20 MA before finding minor support in late November and
begins forming a second flag pattern for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern pivot high.
Price action continues the selloff and eventually consolidates in the areas between a support and resistance area of 26 and 29
respectively. In early March 2008, LLTC forms a higher low in the channel, breaks out above the resistance area and momentum
trends upward forming higher highs and higher lows. A retracement in late March provides a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the
oval area.
The lower high entry signal provided a great profit opportunity for a swing trader willing to hold the positions in the downtrend as
well as the bearish flag pattern entry signal. The higher low entry signal may have been stopped out due to the low price action in mid
April (however, the low price action could also be a bad tick).
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The stock symbol we’ll review is LOGI on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending sideways initially.
Let’s take a look at the price action in mid August.
After a series of lower highs and lows, price action finds minor support and begins trending slightly upwards. As momentum
continues to push LOGI upward, price action begins crossing prior pivot highs in October. After a small retracement, Price action
gaps up aggressive in October on enormous volume, price action begins consolidating for several months and defining minor support
and resistance areas between 32 and 36.
In January 2008, LOGI forms a 2X Top and returns into the sideways range with very bearish price action. After several trading days,
price action aggressively penetrates the support area and forms a new low before returning back into the sideways range only to form a
lower high. Price action then gaps down below the minor support area for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the minor support area or above the
prior pivot high.
LOGI continues selling off in a climatic manner and retraces a 100 % to the lows from August 2007 where it finds minor support.
Price action then bounces in late January 2008 and crosses the 20 MA before finding overhead resistance and forming a lower high.
Price action then gaps down for aggressive SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the gap area or above the prior pivot
high.
Price action continued in a downtrend before finally establishing a major area of support between 24 and 26.
The minor support gap down entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 5+ points and the lower high entry signal provided
at least 2+ point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is LRCX on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly sideways.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is slightly below the 200 Moving Average and note the relatively small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in Mar. 2008.
After several weeks of consolidating price action, on April 1 st, LRCX gaps up above the 200 MA and begins forming higher highs and
higher lows. Momentum begins to strengthen and price action eventually stalls and finds overhead resistance above 44 on Apr. 7th.
The next trading day, price action gaps down and begins forming a lower high and continues in the downtrend until it finds support in
the 40 area.
Over the next month of trading, price action consolidates and forms a more clear area of major support and major resistance.
Several LONG & SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setups occur in the respective oval areas.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss for each long entry under the major support area
and your initial stop-loss for short entries above the major resistance areas.
Each entry signal provided a range based profit opportunity of 2 points for a swing trader.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is LVLT on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending downwards and as price
action starts to consolidate, the 20 MA and 200 MA follow.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Friday, March 14 th, 2008.
Notice that price action found a major area of support the past few trading days. On Mar. 17 th, LVLT gaps down below the major area
of support and begins trending back towards the sideways channel.
Price action then begins forming higher lows and trending above the 20 MA and towards the 200 MA where it finds a second major
area of support and resistance from Mar. 25th through Apr. 17th and forms a higher low.
On Apr. 18th, price action gaps above the major area of support for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss below the prior pivot low under the major area of
resistance.
LVLT then begins to consolidate above the major area of prior resistance and gaps up aggressively on Apr. 23 rd and continues
trending along with the 20 MA.
The sideways channel breakout entry provided a small profit opportunity during the uptrend.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is MCHP on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly downwards.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in mid June 2007.
Price action gaps down below the 20 MA and begins consolidating in a bearish flag pattern and the 20 MA is converging towards the
200 MA. Price action then breaks down below the flag pattern support and crosses below the 200 MA before gapping down
aggressively in early October.
Notice that the price action then finds minor support before retracing on two occasions to form two lower highs and potential SHORT
ENTRY SIGNALS - noted by the oval areas is presented.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss for each entry above the prior pivot high.
Then using the prior pivot low as a preliminary target, each entry provided a profit opportunity in some cases as big as 3+ points.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is MICC on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that both the 20 Moving Average and the 200 Moving Average are trending slightly downwards.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is initially above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative small distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Mar. 11 th.
Notice that in the prior trading days, price action had been trending downward. On Mar. 11th, price action gaps up in the 200 MA area
and forms a lower high and begins retracing lower back into the downtrend and forming several lower highs and lower lows.
MICC continues to form lower highs in the down trend for several potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNALS - noted by the oval areas.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot highs for each entry.
Price continues to retest the prior support area and eventually breaks down below it before consolidating slightly under 90.
On Apr. 16th, MICC gaps up above the 20 MA and begins trending upward. Several trading days later, price action gaps up again
crossing above several prior pivot highs and providing good evidence of an uptrend.
On May 1st, price action continues to demonstrate upward momentum after a series of higher lows and a potential LONG ENTRY
SIGNAL - noted by the oval area is shown as price crosses back above the 20 MA.
The initial lower high entry signals each provided a profit opportunity with a target at the major support area, while the higher low
entry provided a nice profit of at least 5+ points to the upside as price action continued to trend.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is MNST on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending slightly sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending
slightly downward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them. During Mar. 6 th
thru Apr. 7th, MNST had established a range-bound price channel.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Monday, Apr. 7th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar open lower than the major area of resistance previously established and formed a lower high after
crossing back below the 200 MA and the 20 MA.
After breaking below two prior pivot lows, a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area is observed with the major
area of support as the target area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high, above the 20 MA
or above the prior resistance area.
Price action continues trending downward and reaches a low in the 22 area before consolidating and reversing to the upside.
After a series of higher lows, price action crosses above the 200 MA for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low area.
The bearish lower higher entry signal provided a 1 point profit opportunity while the bullish higher low entry signal provided a profit
opportunity of at least 3+ points.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is MRVL on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is trending sideways.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Friday, Mar. 7th, 2008.
Notice that the first 65-minute bar is the beginning of major support and resistance area that extends until Apr. 15 th.
Price actions has tested the major support area on several occasions and reverse to the upside each time. On Apr. 16 th, price action
begins trending upward crossing above the 20 MA for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the major support area.
MRVL continues trending upward after crossing above the 200 MA.
Observe how the price action continued to remain above the 20 MA majority of the time during the uptrend and higher lows before
entering into a converging wedge chart pattern.
The support area retest entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 1 point for the long entry signal.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is MSFT on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Make a note of the small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action in mid August 2007.
From August till October 2007, MSFT was in a modest uptrend approaching the prior pivot high.
In late October 2007, price action gapped up aggressively and reached an area of overhead resistance above 37, after which price
action retraced a 100% back into the prior gap and started to form minor support.
After a second attempt by price action to retest the prior high area and forming a 2X Top, price action failed to go higher and
momentum began trending to the downside for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the prior pivot high.
Price action continues the rally to the down side and crossed below the 20 MA and after a lower high and gap down, provided another
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the lower high pivot or above the gap.
Price action begins to gap down for a moment and then surprisingly gaps back up in Late January for a moment forming a wide range
bar that stills conforms to the downtrend.
The lower high entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 2 points for a swing trader and the second lower high entry signal more
than likely would have been stopped out if the preliminary profits from the immediate gap down were not taken.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is NIHD on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
upward and both MA’s begin to following price action accordingly.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is initially above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative small distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in the beginning of August 2007.
After starting a down trend and crossing below the 20 MA in late July, notice that the price action finds some minor support between
65 and 70. NIHD then begins to consolidate in an ascending channel and forms slightly higher highs.
On the retracement in the channel, price action breaks the lower support and crosses below both the 20 & 200 MA for a potential
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or above the 20 &
200 MA’s.
Price action continues in the down trend and gaps down aggressive for a lower high and a lower low which also leads to a potential
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
The momentum to the downside for NIHD continues nicely as several bearish flag patterns are formed for potential SHORT ENTRY
SIGNALs - noted by the oval areas. Eventually price actions finds some major support in the 39 area before breaking down for
another potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
The entire series of short entry signals provide profit opportunities of at least 5+ points each.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is NTAP on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is below the 200 Moving Average and both are in strong downtrends. Note
the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in the beginning of August 2007.
After starting a down trend and crossing below the 20 MA in late July, notice that the price action gaps down aggressively the
beginning of August and finds some minor support in the 23 area.
NTAP then begins to fill the gap and after some overhead resistance, starts to consolidate in a bullish flag pattern and form a slightly
higher low. Price action then breaks out of the bullish flag pattern by crossing above the resistance for a potential LONG ENTRY
SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the 20 MA or the bullish flag pattern
low.
Price action continues in the uptrend and retest the prior pivot high before forming a 2X Top near the 200 MA and begins reversal into
a down trend. Price action then crosses below the 20 MA after a lower high for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the
oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
The momentum to the downside for NTAP continues and eventually forms a bearish flag pattern for potential SHORT ENTRY
SIGNAL - noted by the oval area. Another potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval areas is also presented when price
action retests the flag pattern low and the next trading day, gaps below it.
The flag pattern breakout entry signal provided profit opportunities of at least 2+ points. The lower high entry signal provided a
profit opportunity of 4+ points and the remaining short entry signals provided small profit targets of 2 points each.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is NVDA on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending upwards.
Make a note of the increasing distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in mid July 2007.
After starting with an uptrend, price action finds some minor resistance in the 32 area and retraces forming a bullish broadening flag
pattern with wide range candlestick bars. Price action then finds minor support under 28 with a bottoming tail candlestick and begins
trending back up towards the resistance area of the descending flag pattern. Price action then crosses above the 20 MA and breaks out
to the upside of the flag pattern for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the 20 MA or the bullish flag pattern
low.
Price action continues in the uptrend forming higher highs and higher lows before finding overhead resistance in the 40 area. NVDA
then begins to retrace and after a small rally, forms a lower high and a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
The momentum to the downside for NVDA continues and eventually forms a bearish flag pattern for another potential SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bearish flag pattern pivot high.
NVDA continues to trend down with some congestion stalling the move, but continues to form lower highs and lower lows.
The bullish flag pattern breakout entry signal provided profit opportunities of at least 6+ points. The lower high entry signal provided
a profit opportunity of 4+ points and the bearish flag pattern breakdown entry signal provided a very nice profit if held until price
action stops forming lower highs and lower lows.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is ORCL on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is oscillating with price action upwards initially and the 200 Moving
Average is also trending slightly upwards.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in mid October 2007.
In late June through August, price action forms a nice lower boundary of support in the 19 area.
In mid August after price action attempted 3 times to test the area of support, ORCL began trending upward and crossed above the 20
MA and formed a bullish flag pattern for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the flag pattern pivot low.
Price action continues trending higher before finding an area of overhead resistance near 23.
After retracing back to the prior flag pattern area, ORCL retest the prior high to form a 2X Top.
Notice that the next trading day, price action gaps down into the lower portion of the prior day’s bullish price action (i.e., bull trap) for
a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high area.
Price action continues trending towards the major area of support established around 19.
The bullish flag pattern entry provided a profit opportunity of almost 2 points and the 2X Top short entry signal provided a profit
opportunity and target back down near the area of the major support and 19.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is PAYX on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
upward and both MA’s begin to following price action accordingly.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is initially above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative small distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in the beginning of August 2007.
After forming two lower highs in the downtrend, notice that the price action begins to converge towards the 200 MA.
The next few lower highs each provide a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval areas respectively.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high of each short
signal entry or above the 20 MA at the time of each entry.
Price action continues in the down trend and crosses below the 200 MA before finding some minor support and begins trending
upwards in a bearish flag pattern.
PAYX then breaks down below the flag pattern support for another potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the flag pattern pivot high.
The momentum to the downside for PAYX continues nicely as it remains below the 20 MA and eventually finds an area of major
support and resistance between 32 and 34.
The entire series of lower high entry signals provide small profit opportunities and the bearish flag pattern breakdown provided a
profit opportunity of at least 5+ points.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is PCAR on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that initially the 20 Moving Average is trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending
slightly upwards also.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action in mid September 2007.
Price action formed a lower high compared to the high of mid July and began forming lower lows accordingly.
PCAR finds some minor support in the 48 area before retracing back up towards the 20 & 200 MA areas only to form another lower
high and a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Price action then begins to test the minor support area a third time and penetrate below it temporarily before reversing and begins to
trend in a upward channel/bearish flag pattern.
As price is trending upward in the flag pattern, it forms a 2X Top with lower highs and hence a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above either of the prior pivot highs.
Each of the lower high entry signals provided a profit opportunity of at least 4 points.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is PCAR on a 2-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is initially trending flat and the 200 Moving Average is slightly trending
upward.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, May 7th, 2008.
Notice that the first 2-minute bar gaps up slightly above the prior day’s close.
Price action trends downward and establishes the 30-minute High of 50.11 and Low of 49.13 are depicted on the chart accordingly by
light blue lines.
PCAR crosses below the 30 minute low as well as the prior days low before finding minor support and begins trending in a small
bearish flag pattern that retraces back into the opening range.
Price action then breaks down below the flag pattern support for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Then the price action continues the downtrend and notice how it remains below the 20 MA before finding some minor support in the
48.00 area. Price action then consolidates for several hours with some upside resistance that provides another potential SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area. PCAR then breaks down below the major area of support.
The bearish flag pattern breakdown entry signal provided a small profit opportunity and the resistance short entry signal also
provided a small profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is PDCO on a 2-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending upward
initially.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
As the uptrend moves higher, the relative distance between the moving averages increases.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, May 14 th, 2008.
The first 2-minute bar is a GAP UP that gaps above the prior days close and trends immediately towards the prior day’s high.
After a nice initial run up, PDCO forms a small retracement and then a higher low for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by
the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low area in the
opening range.
The 30-minute High of 36.14 and Low of 35.42 are depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines.
Price continues trending nicely upward before find overhead resistance near 36.80 and retracing a little to begin consolidating in a
range for several hours below 36.60. The consolidation forms a lower high area with major support and resistance.
After consolidating, PDCO begins slowly starts to lose momentum and breaks down below the major area of support for a potential
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Both the higher low entry signal and the major support breakdown entry signals provided small profit opportunities.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is PETM on a 2-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending from below slightly upward and the 200 Moving Average is
trending sideways.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average initially is below the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
As the uptrend moves higher, the relative distance between the moving averages increases.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, May 1 st, 2008.
Notice that the first 2-minute bar opens near the prior day’s close.
Price action reverses and heads lower to cross below the prior day’s low before establishing the opening range low. PETM then finds
minor support and trends back upward crossing above prior day’s low , the 20 MA and forms the opening range high.
The 30-minute High of 22.64 and Low of 20.00 are depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines.
After a nice initial run up, PETM forms a small retracement and then a higher low for a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by
the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low area in the
opening range.
Price continues trending nicely upward crossing above the 200 MA before find overhead resistance.
Price action then retraces and begins trending in a bearish flag pattern that forms a lower high near the prior day’s high and a potential
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Both the higher low entry signal and the bearish flag pattern breakdown entry signal provided small profit opportunities.
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The next stock symbol we’ll review is QCOM on a 2-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upward and the 200 Moving Average is trending upward also.
Observe that the 20 Moving Average initially is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, May 7 th, 2008.
Notice that the first 2-minute bar gaps down and probes lower towards the 200 MA.
Price action immediately reverses from a 3-bar reversal and consolidates before forming the opening range high. The 30-minute High
of 44.59 and Low of 44.12 are depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines.
QCOM forms a higher low in the opening range and begins to trend and cross above the opening range high of 44.59 before stalling
and finding some minor resistance above near the prior day’s high.
Price action then retraces back into the opening range and begins forming lower highs and lows. QCOM crosses below the 200 MA
and retest the opening range low.
After a small rally and lower high QCOM presents the first of a series of lower highs and bearish flag patterns for several potential
SHORT ENTRY SIGNALS - noted by the oval areas respectively.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior high or bearish flag pattern
accordingly.
Price continues trending nicely downward after each short entry testing the prior pivot low target areas.
The lower high entry signal and bearish flag pattern entry signals provided nice consistent small profit opportunities for the clean
downtrend of QCOM.
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The stock symbol we’ll review next is RIMM on a 2-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average is trending upward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending upward.
Also observe that the 20 Moving Average is above the 200 Moving Average and note the relative distance between them.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Wednesday, May 14 th, 2008.
Notice that the first 2-minute bar gaps up above the prior day’s high and reverses to the downside. Price action continues slightly
before a 3-bar reversal occurs and RIMM continues slightly higher to form the 30 minute opening range.
The 30-minute High of 143.36 and Low of 141.75 are depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines. RIMM then forms a
higher low in the opening range and price action crosses above the opening range high of 143.36 and continue to form higher highs
and higher lows. Price action then finds overhead resistance in the 144.50 area and retraces back below the opening range high after
crossing the 20 MA.
Price action then finds some minor support in the opening range and crosses back above the opening range high only to find some
additional resistance above and RIMM begins trending in a descending channel forming lower highs and lower lows.
RIMM breaks down out of the channel and forms a lower high for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNALS - noted by the oval areas
respectively.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior high or above the opening
range high.
Price continues trending nicely downward after crossing below the 200 MA and begins a climatic selloff before finally crossing below
the prior day’s low and finding some minor support into the close.
The lower high entry signal provided very nice profit opportunity of at least 4+ points.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is RYAAY on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending upward and the 200 Moving Average is trending
sideways.
Let’s look at its price action in mid July 2007.
After finding lower support, in the 36 area, price action begins consolidating in a diamond shaped chart pattern.
In October, price action breaks out to the upside of the resistance and crosses above the 200 MA and begins to retest the prior highs
from late April. After a 2X Top, price action begins retracing below the 20 MA for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval
area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or a more
conservative stop-loss could be placed above the 2X Top.
Price action continues in the downtrend manner and remains below the 20 MA while crossing below the 200 MA before finding minor
support in the middle of the prior diamond chart pattern in late December. RYAAY then begins trending in a bearish flag pattern for
another SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bearish flag pattern pivot high.
Price action continues the selloff and eventually consolidates in the areas between a support area of 26 and overhead resistance of 28.
The 2X Top entry signal provided a great profit opportunity for a swing trader willing to hold the positions in the downtrend as well
as the bearish flag pattern entry signal.
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The next stock symbol we’ll review is SBUX on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is also trending
downward.
Let’s take a look at the price action in the beginning of April 2007.
After starting a down trend and crossing below the 20 MA in late April, notice that the price action finds some minor support between
26 and 28.
SBUX then begins to consolidate in an ascending channel and forms slightly higher lows.
As price action continues to weaken in the channel, SBUX breaks the lower support and crosses below both the 20 MA for a potential
SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or above the
overhead resistance area.
Price action consolidates after breaking down and then continues in the down trend forming lower highs and lower lows. Price action
then forms a triangle chart pattern for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
The momentum to the downside for SBUX continues below 20 and then begins to create choppy price action while continuing to
move down with lower highs.
The channel breakdown entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 2 points and the triangle breakdown also provided a profit
opportunity of at least 2 point.
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The stock symbol we’ll review next is SHLD on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, you can see that the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is trending slightly
up with relative distance between the two.
Let’s take a look at the price action in May 2007.
SHLD gapped down and began trending downward forming lower highs and lower lows.
Price action crossed below the 200 MA and founds some minor support in the 160 area.
In July, SHLD gapped down again and continued to exhibit bearish price action to the downside and found the next level of minor
support in the 130 area. Price action then began to trend in a bearish flag pattern with slightly higher highs and higher lows before
retracing towards the flag pattern support area. After forming a lower high in the bearish flag pattern, SHLD broke down below the
major support area for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Price action continued to trend downward for SHLD until it begins consolidating in a range of major support and resistance between
90 and 110.
The lower high bearish flag pattern breakdown entry signal provided a nice profit opportunity of 20+ points for the swing trader.
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The stock symbol we’ll review next is SIAL on a 65-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways and the 200 Moving Average is also trending sideways.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Friday, Apr. 18th, 2008.
Notice that price action was opened at a new multiple days high and begin selling off in a down trend.
On Apr. 22nd, SIAL opens near the 20 MA and continues to trend down after forming a lower high. Several trading days later, price
action forms another lower high and crosses below the 200 MA with a wide-ranged bar.
Price action finds some minor support near 57 and begins trending upward in a bearish flag pattern that converges near the 200 MA.
On Apr. 29th, SIAL opens in the bearish flag pattern and sells off aggressively to cross below the flag pattern support and provide a
potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
SIAL continues the downtrend and selloff as price action mostly remains below the 20 MA.
The flag pattern breakdown entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 2 points.
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The next stock symbol we’ll review is SIRI on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending downwards and the 200 Moving Average is trending downward as
well.
Let’s take a look at the price action in August 2007.
Observe that price action retest the major area of support from the last several months.
After SIRI retested the major support area a fourth time, it reversed and began trending upward towards the prior pivot high and
crosses above the 200 MA. After a series of higher highs and higher lows, SIRI forms a 2X TOP which provides a potential SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL, noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Price action then begins to continue trending downward and crosses below the 200 MA and continues toward the prior major support
area from earlier.
The lower high entry signal provided a small profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll review is SNDK on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending sideways the 200 Moving Average is initially trending sideways.
Let’s take a look at the price action in mid April 2007.
After consolidating for several months, SNDK breads out to the upside and begins forming higher highs and higher lows until it
reaches a high in July.
SNDK then finds overhead resistance and begins consolidation a second time in a range between 50 and 58. After a series of lower
highs and lows, price action finds minor support and begins trending slightly downwards. As momentum continues to push SNDK,
price action begins crossing prior pivot lows in September.
After a small retracement, price action forms a lower high in the sideways consolidation range and breaks down for a SHORT ENTRY
SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
SNDK continues selloff in a climatic manner and after crossing below the 200 MA, forms several bearish flag pattern SHORT
ENTRY SIGNAL setups in the oval areas respectively.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bearish flag pattern pivot highs for
each setup.
Price action continued in a downtrend until it finds minor support in the 20 area.
Each short entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 5+ points.
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The last stock symbol we’ll review is SPLS on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average clearly trending downward and the 200 Moving Average is in a slight downtrend.
Let’s take a look at the price action in November 2007.
After several months of overlapping price action from SPLS and lower highs and lower lows, Price action finds some minor support in
the 20 area.
In November, SPLS gaps above a bearish price action day and over the next several trading days continues in the bullish uptrend until
it crosses the 200 MA and finds some overhead resistance near 25.
After reversing and crossing back below the 20 MA and 200 MA, SPLS forms a lower high and a potential SHORT ENTRY
SIGNAL, noted by the oval area is presented.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the higher pivot high.
The lower high entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 1 ½ points.
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The last stock symbol we’ll review is SRCL on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending flat and the 200 Moving Average is in a slight uprend.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Thursday, Apr. 24th , 2008.
Price action gaps up and sells off immediately before creating a 3-bar reversal and trending higher momentarily before finding
overhead resistance near 57.
Notice that price action forms a 2X Top and begins to aggressively sell off and trend lower.
The next trading day the 30-minute High of 56.58 and Low of 55.76 are depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines.
Price action crosses below the opening range low of 55.76 and finds some minor support after crossing below the prior day’s low and
begins trending upwards in a bearish flag pattern and provides a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bearish flag pattern pivot high.
SRCL continues to trend downward and crosses the 200 MA before forming a triangle chart pattern and a potential SHORT ENTRY
SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Observe that price action begins consolidating after find some minor support and then continues trending downward after a period of
consolidation.
The bearish flag pattern breakdown entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 1 point and the triangle breakdown entry signal
provided a profit opportunity of 1 point.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is STLD on a 15-Minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
In this example, notice the 20 Moving Average starts out trending flat and the 200 Moving Average is in a slight downtrend.
Let’s take a look at the price action on Tuesday, Apr. 29th, 2008.
Price action gaps down and sells off immediately before finding a major area of support that last for two trading days.
On May 1st, STLD gaps below the prior days low and rallies initially to fill the gap. After creating a 3-bar reversal, STLD begins
trending lower and finds some minor support under 33 before reversing and trending into the close.
The next trading day the 30-minute High of 35.03 and Low of 34.13 are depicted on the chart accordingly by light blue lines.
Price action crosses above the opening range high of 35.03 and finds some minor resistance above and a 2-bar reversal begins STLD
trending in a bullish flag pattern and provides a potential LONG ENTRY SIGNAL - noted by the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the bullish flag pattern pivot low.
STLD continues to trend upward forming higher highs and higher lows.
The bullish flag pattern breakout entry signal provided a profit opportunity of 1 point.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is SYMC on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending sideways while the 20 MA is crossing above & below the 200 MA a
few times making the direction of the trend a little difficult to read.
Make a note of the distance between the 20 MA & 200 MA.
Let’s look at its price action starting near the beginning of August 2007.
SYMC gaps down and begins filling the gap as price action continues to trend higher.
As price action forms higher highs and higher lows it creates a bearish flag pattern and within the flag pattern it forms a 2X Top.
At the end of October 2007 price action GAPS down below the prior flag pattern support. Over the next several trading days, SYMC
finds overhead resistance near 19 and begins retracing with a lower high for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the 200 MA or in the gap area.
Price action continues in a downtrend and then rallies creating higher highs and higher lows forming a bearish flag pattern. Price
action crosses below the bearish flag pattern low for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot area.
Price action continues lower forming lower lows and lower highs.
The lower high entry signal provided almost a 3+ point profit opportunity and the bearish flag entry signal provided almost a 2+
point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is TEVA on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are clearly in an uptrend.
Make a note of the relative distance between.
Let’s look at its price action starting in mid-August 2007.
TEVA gaps down and finds minor support near 40. Over the next few trading days, price action begins filling the gap and trending
higher until TEVA starts consolidation in a range of major support and resistance.
Price action trades sideways as it re-tests support near 43 several times for two LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setups in the oval areas.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the major support area near 43.
In late December 2007 price action breaks above the resistance area and continues higher until it reaches overhead resistance near 50.
Notice how price action reverses lower and re-tests prior support near 43 for another LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the support area.
Price action continues higher and re-tests prior resistance a second time forming a 2X Top pattern.
Each bullish support entry signal provided at least a 3 point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is TLAB on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending sideways while the 20 MA is crossing above & eventually below the
200 MA into a downtrend.
Make a note of the small distance between the 20 and 200 MA.
Let’s look at its price action starting near the end of July 2007.
TLAB gaps up with above average volume and runs into overhead resistance near 14 and reverses to form a bearish wide range bar
and starts a downtrend with lower highs and lower lows.
Price action then forms a bearish flag pattern that runs into the 200 MA to reverse. Price action crosses below the flag pattern support
for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bearish flag pattern high.
Price action continues lower below the 20 and 200 MA making lower highs and lower lows until it begins consolidating near 9 and
breaks below the triangle chart pattern support for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Price action continues lower following the 20 MA closely.
The bearish flag pattern entry signal provided almost a 5+ point profit opportunity over several months and the triangle breakdown
entry signal provided almost a 3+ point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is UAUA on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending sideways.
Make a note of the small distance between them and then increases after the final crossing of the 20 and 200 MA.
Let’s look at its price action in October 2007.
Price action reaches a interim high before losing momentum and selling off over the next several trading days.
UAUA crosses below two prior pivot lows and eventually finds minor support below the 200 MA. Then price action rallies up near
the prior congestion area forming a topping tail and reverses for a lower high and a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high. (Note: The
topping tail could be the result of a bad tick, so a fixed dollar stop-loss would probably be more suitable.)
As price action continues trending lower, another lower high is formed for a potential SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval
area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Price action then finds minor support near 23 before reversing into an uptrend with higher highs and higher lows while forming a
bearish flag pattern. Price action finds overhead resistance near the 200 MA and forms a 2X Top and crosses below the flag pattern
support for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bearish flag pattern high or the 2X
Top. Each lower high entry signal provided a profit opportunity of at least 5+ points and the bearish flag pattern entry signal
provided a profit opportunity of 10+ points.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is VMED on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending sideways.
Make a note of the relative distance between.
Let’s look at its price action starting at the beginning of July 2007.
Price action gaps up on excessive volume and stalls at overhead resistance near 29.
Notice how price action finds minor support near 22 and re-tests this area twice before it continues in a small bearish flag pattern.
VMED finds overhead resistance near the 200 MA and then crosses below the bearish flag pattern support for a SHORT ENTRY
SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the bearish flag pattern pivot high.
Price action continues lower forming lower highs and lower lows until it finds the next level of minor support near 17 and forms a
descending triangle chart pattern.
UAUA crosses below the support area of the triangle for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high.
Price action continues in a downtrend until it reaches a new support area near 13.
The bearish flag pattern entry signal provided profit opportunity of 6+ points over several months and the bearish triangle breakdown
entry signal provided a 3 point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is VRSN on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially the 20 MA and 200 MA trends sideways then crosses and moves into an uptrend.
Make a note of the increasing distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Friday, April 18th, 2008.
VRSN gaps up over the prior pivot area reaching overhead resistance near 35 and support near 34 and continues to trend sideways in a
very tight range. Price action re-tests support and resistance several times and eventually breaks out to the upside forming higher
highs and higher lows.
Notice how price action stalls again at overhead resistance near 37 and support near 36.50 and continues sideways until it re-tests
support a second time for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the support area near 36.50.
Price action continues higher and runs into overhead resistance near 38 and pulls back to the same support area near 36.50 and re-tests
support a second time for another LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss again, slightly below the support area near 36.50.
Price action continues in a strong uptrend making higher highs and higher lows.
Both bullish support entry signals provided a 1+ point profit opportunity over several days.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is VRTX on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that the 20 MA is trending up and 200 MA is pretty flat with a slight uptrend.
Make a note of the increasing distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Wednesday, March 19th, 2008.
VRTX opened at the prior day’s close forming higher highs and higher lows and crossing above the 200 MA.
On Monday, March 31st, 2008 price action gaps up above the prior pivot for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the prior pivot low.
Price action continues making higher highs and higher lows until it reaches overhead resistance near 27 and support near 25 to trend
sideways in a tight range and eventually forms a slightly higher low for a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the support area near 25.
The bullish gap entry signal provided a 5+ point profit opportunity over several days and the support entry signal provided a 2+ point
profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is WFMI on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
You can see that the 20 MA and 200 MA are primarily trending sideways.
Make a note of the small distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Monday, April 28th, 2008.
WFMI opened near the prior day’s close forming a bullish wide range bar and reversed into an uptrend creating higher highs and lows
after crossing above the 20 and 200 MA.
Notice how price action finds overhead resistance near 36 and reverses into a downtrend making lower highs and lower lows. Price
action continues making lower highs and lower lows forming a descending triangle chart pattern with minor support near 33.50. Price
action re-tests the triangle pattern a second time for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop loss; you could place your initial stop-loss above the prior pivot high.
On Wednesday, May 14th, 2008 price action gaps down crossing below several pivots as well as the minor support area of the triangle
chart pattern.
The bearish triangle pattern entry signal provided a 4+ point profit opportunity if held over several trading days.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is WYNN on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA trending upward and the 200 MA trending downward. Make a note of the relative distance between
them.
Let’s look at its price action on Monday, March 24th, 2008.
Price action opens slightly above the prior day’s open forming a bullish wide range bar and continues higher finding overhead
resistance near 109. Notice how price action re-tests the area of resistance twice creating a 2X Top and then a lower high to reverse
into a downtrend.
Price action finds some minor support near the whole number 100 and creates a higher low. The next trading day, price action gaps up
continues in an uptrend with nice clean bullish wide range bars until it finds resistance near 116. After a small retracement, WYNN
finds some support near 112. Notice how price action re-tests the overhead resistance area near 116 three times creating a 3X Top and
eventually crosses below the major support area near 112 and continues lower.
Then price action re-tests from below the major support area near 112 and consolidates below it for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup
in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the support area near 112.
Notice on Friday, April 11th, 2008 price action gaps down for another SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-losses slightly above the prior pivot high.
Price action continues into a downtrend with lower highs and lower lows.
The bearish support entry signal provided a 14+ point profit opportunity over several days and the bearish gap down entry signal
provided a 9+ point profit opportunity.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is XLNX on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Notice the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending upward.
Make a note of the relative distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Tuesday, April 1 st, 2008.
Price action gaps up with a bullish wide range bar and continues higher until it finds overhead resistance near 25. XLNX retraces and
establishes some major support near 24.50.
When price action re-tests the resistance area on several other occassions, this creates two SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setups in the
oval areas.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-losses slightly above the resistance area near 25.
Notice how price action gaps down after the re-test of the resistance area near 25 on Apr. 10th, and reverses into a downtrend making
nice clean bearish wide range bars.
All of the bearish entry signals provided small profit opportunities.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is XRAY on a 65-minute Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending downward.
Make a note of the relative distance between them.
Let’s look at its price action on Monday, March 24th, 2008.
Price action starts out with a bullish wide range bar and trends higher breaking the prior pivot highs area.
After a higher high and higher low, XRAY retraces and finds minor support near 37. On Mar. 27 th, price action crosses the 20 MA for
a LONG ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly below the minor support area.
Price action continues in an uptrend with higher highs and higher lows while crossing back above the 200 MA and remaining above
the 20 MA majority of the time.
The bullish entry signal provided a 2+ point profit opportunity if held over several trading days.
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The stock symbol we’ll be reviewing next is YHOO on a Daily Chart Time Frame.
Find the 20 Moving Average curve - in RED - and the 200 Moving Average curve - in YELLOW - on the chart.
Initially, you can see the 20 MA and the 200 MA are trending.
Make a note of the relative distance between the 20 and 200 MA.
Let’s look at its price action starting at the beginning of January 2007.
Notice that price action stops near 25 finding minor support and creates a higher low. Price action then begins crossing above the 200
MA and forming higher highs and higher lows over the next several months.
At the beginning of April 2007, price action finds overhead resistance and gaps down aggressively breaking the uptrend price action
pattern.
YHOO then finds minor support near 27.50 with price action consolidating in a sideways manner.
During the beginning of May 2007, price action gaps up and crosses above the 20 and 200 MA. Then immediately forms a bearish
wide range bar which turns ignites a downtrend and forms lower highs and lower lows.
Price action forms a bearish flag pattern and crosses back below the 20 and 200 MA for a SHORT ENTRY SIGNAL setup in the oval
area.
Using a technical analysis based stop-loss; you could place your initial stop-loss slightly above the prior pivot high or the 200 MA.
Price action continues in a downtrend with lower highs and lower lows before consolidating and finding some major support near 23.
The bearish flag pattern entry signal provided a 4+ point profit opportunity over several months.
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